
Group B – Maths  

W/b 18.01.21 

 

MONDAY  - Can I mentally solve calculations involving negative numbers? 

1) Copy and complete the following calculations. 

a) -2 + 7 =  b) -9 + 5 =  c) -20 + 14 = 

d) -2 - -3 =  e) 7 - - 9 =  f) -3 - -5 = 

g) 2 + -5 =  h) -4 + -6 =  i) 3 + -7 = 

 

 

2) Calculate the difference between… 

a) 10 and -5  b) 6 and -6    c) 0 and -20      d) -7 and -16      e)  -4 and -40 

 

Challenge: 

 

 

 

5 20 -6 1 -3 

-4 22 16 -10 -4 

2 12 15 36 9 

These answers (for both Qs) are in the wrong 

order. One is an extra answer. Please check your 

answers carefully and GPL  every three questions. 

Write your own question where the answer is the 

number that is left over. 

A ) Jamie is watching his 

football  team’s 

performance in the 

league. He writes down 

the move in places in the 

table each week. His 

team starts in 2nd place.  

B ) In golf, the lower the score, the 

better. These are Tim’s scores in 8 

rounds of golf:  

Round 1: -2  Round 5: -5 

Round 2: 3 Round 6: 3  

Round 3: 4  Round 7: 1 

Round 4: 0  Round 8: -2  

Answer these questions about 

Tim’s golf game:  



Optional extra game:  

Try this game out with a member of your family. The resources you need to print are on the 

page. https://nrich.maths.org/9941  

 

 

EXTRA BODMAS CHALLEGNE:  

 

 

 

  

https://nrich.maths.org/9941


 

TUESDAY - Can I begin to solve problems involving negative numbers? 

1) The difference between -6 and another number is 7. What could the two numbers be? 

 

2) The difference between -15 and another number is 8. What could the two numbers 

be? 

 

3) Lauren spent £150, but only had £72 in the bank to start with. How much did she over 

spend by? 

 

4) With the heating on, Chloe’s house had a temperature of 22°C. The heating then broke 

and the temperature dropped by 25°C. What was the temperature in the house now? 

 

5) Mr and Mrs Smith had £2800 in their bank account. At the end of the month they had 

to pay three bills. Their telephone bill was £110, their gas bill was £315 and their 

electricity bill was £219.25.  They want to book a holiday which would cost them 

£2599. Should they book the holiday? Explain why you think this using words and 

calculations. 

 

6) 

 

 



7) 

 

8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WEDNESDAY – Solve a range of problem solving and reasoning questions involving 

negative numbers? 

    

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Thursday – Can I write my own negative number questions using real-life scenarios? 

For each of the contexts below, can you write at least two questions which use positive and 

negative numbers? Can you include at least three multi-step problems?  

 

Optional Challenge:  

Can you investigate the rule for multiplying and dividing negative and positive numbers?  

Can you include multiplication and division in some of your own questions?  

 

In our arithmetic session on Friday, we will share some of these questions with the rest of 

the group so make sure you have the answers and have checked them too!  

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

Friday –  Can I develop my Arithmetic and Reasoning skills? 

Complete the Week 2 Arithmetic Test, which can be found in the Lockdown Home Learning 

section of the Valley website. Pleas e complete this test before the session on Friday.  

 

 

WEEKLY OPTIONAL EXTRA CHALLENGE PACK 

In the Y6 / Week 3 section of the Lockdown Home Learning on the Valley website, you will 

find a PDF entitled “Negative Numbers Stretch and Challenge” .  If you would like to 

challenge yourself further throughout the week, this document has lots of thought-provoking 

challenges for you to try.  

 

  



Answers- Monday-Weds 

MONDAY 

 

1)  

a) 5 b) -4 c) -6 

d) 1  e) 16 f) 2 

g) -3 h) -10 i) -4 

2) 

a)15 b) 12 c) 20 d) 9 e) 36  

Challenge:  

A) 1. 1st  2. 3 &4   3. 5   4. 3rd   5. 1  

B)  1. -5  2. 4    4. 4   5. 5  

 

TUESDAY 

 

1) -6 & 1   or  -6 & -15  

2) -15 & -23  or  -15 & -7  

3) -£78  

4) -3˚C 

5) No they do not have enough money as they only have £2155.75 left after they have paid their bills.  

Challenge 2 (Joe’s Bank account)  

a) £35  

b) -£8 

c) £2 

d) -£6.99 

e) He should wait as he does not have enough money in his bank account to afford the album.  

7 (Danny)  

-107.40  -117.40  -147.37   -97.37  

-52.37  -64.37  -64.37 

 

8) 5˚C  -3 ˚C 

 

WEDNESDAY 

Q4. A = -80  B= 60  

Q.5.  18 degrees  

 

Circle 2 numbers : -5 & 3  or  -4 & 4   or   -3 & 5  

Two numbers with a sum of -6 :  -2 & -4   or -5 & -1  

 

Scientist measures depth below surface of sea 

1. Shipwrecks 

2. They are at the same depth because 4x-2m = -8m  and -11m + 3m = -8m  

3. 3m  

Scientist measured temperatures 

On Saturday the temperature is 0˚C     Negative Dice – b)7  

Extra BODMAS Challenge: 

a)  -1   b) -1   c) 3 

d) -6  e) 10  f) -13 

g) -6  h) -2  i) 13 

 


